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INTRODUCTION

During 1995. Mr F. Swain of Bracebridge, Ontario completed a program of linecutting, 
prospecting, and geological and geophysical ground surveying over three contiguous unpatented 
mining claims in Mcclintock Township. County of I laliburton. Southern Ontario Mining Division 
This report presents the results of the detailed geological survey over claims numbered 1076544 
(South 1/2 Lot 14, Con 12). 1076543 (South 1/2 Lot 15. Con 12) and 1076542 (South 1/2 Lot 
16. Con 12). The 3 claims comprise the "North Claim Group" of a total of 6 claims in Mcclintock 
Township over which work was performed by Mr Swain in 1995 Geological surveying on the 
North Claim Group was performed on behalf of Mr. Swain by Z Mandziuk of 31 Nassau Street. 
Toronto. Ontario. The exploration work conducted over this property was supported by an 
O P A P grant (File No 95-288) under the Incentives Programs of the Ontario Ministry of 
Northern Development and Mines.

Location and Access

The claims are located approximately 40 kilometres east of the town of Huntsville (Figure 1) near 
the community of Oxtongue Lake, and are situated about 20 kilometres southwest of the 
boundary of Algonquin Provincial Park The three claims occupy the south half of Lots 14. 15. 
and 16, Concession 12 in Mcclintock Township (Figure 2)

The property is readily accessed from Highway 60 at a logging road 4 kilometres east of 
Oxtongue Lake which connects with an all-terrain-vehicle road running south to gridlines on the 
three claims. The "North Claim Group" is situated south of Thumb Lake, and about 2 kilometers 
south of Highway 60 The ATV road provides good access to all three of the claims.

Gridlines completed in 1995 (see Geological Map) were cut as continuations of 100-metre-spaced 
lines cut in 1993 on claims adjoining to the north on the "Thumb Lake Claim Group" (Mandziuk 
1993) The Baseline 0+00 for the 1995 grid was established along the north boundary of the claim 
group The 100-metre-spaced lines were set out approximately parallel to the east and west 
boundaries of the claims, with picketted stations along the lines at 30-metre separations. Magnetic 
compass deviations probably account for progressive skewness of the lines to the south.

Physiography

Predominantly north-northeast striking rock formations underlie the claim group. The rocks are 
generally gneissic and outcrop sparsely to moderately in a hilly to hummocky terrain of mixed 
forest cover comprised of maple, beech, birch, spruce, balsam, hemlock, pine, and cedar The 
trend of low to moderate height (2-10 metres), and occasionally rocky, ridges is also controlled by 
faulting and shearing which correspond in places to physiographic lineaments cutting across the 
prevailing strike of surrounding rock units. Topographic depressions occupied by swamps and 
marshy ground are generally associated with structural lineaments and faulting. Locally derived 
blocks and boulders occur in the vicinity of shallow subcrop; and poorly-sorted bouldery till.



estimated to be from 05 up to 5 metres thick, covers a large part of the survey area. Swampy 
depressions, with possible overburden of up to tens of metres, occur mostly in the southern pan 
of the map-area; and flank the elevated north part of the claim group, lying to the north of the 
ATV road These low, wet areas contribute to sluggish, and partly intermittent drainage flowing 
off mostly to the south Outcrop areas are typically heavily vegetated, rounded, and weathered by 
deep iron oxide leaching: resulting in crumbly, porous, and thick weathering rinds which can be 
difficult to penetrate for manual sampling of fresh material. Deep weathering is most pronounced 
in schistose lithologies with more than 30"o medium to coarse grained mafic components

PREVIOUS WORK

The following summary of previous work performed near the survey area was compiled from 
government reports and assessment file data. Though work has been intermittent and widely 
distributed within Mcclintock Township, fluctuating levels of interest in base metal potential have 
persisted over several decades.

In the 1940's N. Goldie discovered a copper-nickel showing in Mcclintock Township (Lot 18. 
Con. 9 and Lot 17, Con. 10) in mafic to ultramafic rocks approximately 2 kilometres southeast of 
the present survey area.

Geochemical, and ground magnetic and electromagnetic surveys were performed over the Goldie 
showing by Midrim Mining Company Ltd., and Mr. VV.C. Cllerington of Dorset, Ontario 
conducted diamond drilling and trenching in 1957. Results included up to J.36% Ni over 15 feet 
and G.7% Cu over 6 feet.

Slocan Van Roi Mines Ltd. in 1959 performed geological mapping and 2981 feet of diamond 
drilling in gabbro, diorite, and pegmatite; encountering minor pyrite, pyrrhotite, and chalcopyrite 
on the Goldie Showing.

In 1971. Pamike Mines Ltd. conducted geological mapping in Mcclintock Township over 
"granite enclosing lesser lenticular bodies of norite" (Marmont 1990). Diamond drilling yeilded 
results similar to those obtained by Slocan Van Roi Ltd. in 1959.

In 1987, renewed interest in the area resulted in staking of 49 claims over known copper-nickel 
showings by several parties, followed by an airborne geophysical survey performed in 1988; and, 
the staking of 91 additional claims in the surrounding area by several parties between 1988-91.

In October 1989, Terraquest Ltd. performed airborne magnetic and VLF-CM surveys on behalf of 
Mr. Swain and other holders of mineral claims in the Oxtongue Lake Area (Terraquest Ltd. 
1989) Magnetic mafic-ultramafic units were interpreted as possible extensions of rocks hosting 
copper and nickel mineralization Short, randomly oriented VLF-EM conductors were identified, 
including interpreted mineralogic and fault-related conductors in the Mcfadden Lake area



GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 1995

Geological mapping at a scale of l :2000 was carried out over the survey area during September 
21-29, 1995 Following up on previous work by the author in 1993 over the adjoining "Thumb 
Lake Claim Group" to the north, the alpha-numerical system of rock nomenclature used by 
Fischer (1991) and MacConnell (1992) in Mcclintock Township was also used with modifications 
in this survey (see Geological Map). Various symbols and modifiers were used to specifically 
classify and assign qualitative annotatations to the outcroppings which were examined. The alpha 
numeric codes for specific outcrops are listed on the geological map in decreasing order of 
predominance or importance. The presence of certain minerals, for example graphite, garnet, 
pyrite and quartz veins, was also noted when encountered in significant amounts ranging from 
~l"o to about 30"o. Because of the high-grade state of metamorphism to granulite facies, 
resulting in widespread hybrid and migmatitic lithologies, assignment of protoliths is problematic. 
However, the abbreviations IGN and SED (igneous and sedimentary) were assigned where relict 
features indicative of protolith were observed. For example, mafic metagabbroic rocks are 
recognizable by textural relicts, but also grade into wide assimilated and hybridized areas of more 
intermediate granoblastic paragneisses with foliation bandings and partings, which appear to 
correspond to primary bedding planes These psammo-pelitic gneisses are in turn complexly 
mingled with intermediate to felsic orthogneissic rocks. In most cases, delineation of geologic 
contacts between compositional and textural variants is generalized, or not possible. Nevertheless, 
significant geological criteria can be applied to and assessed in the present survey based on 
previous work on mafic-ultramafic intrusion hosted copper-nickel deposits in the Grenville 
Province and similar geological settings elsewhere.



Geology- of the Claim Group

The rock units encountered on the claim group are similar to those observed by the author on the 
"Thumb Lake Claim Group" to the north (Mandziuk 1993). and are together considered to be 
part of a lithotectonic domain composed of shallow-dipping interlayered mafic and intermediate 
gneisses occupying a zone of intense shearing However, as in previous geological surveys in the 
region, structural compexity and poor exposure on the claim group constrain certain geological 
interpretations.

Mafic Gneiss
Mafic onhogneiss (unit 3) with minor ultramafic (unit 4) phases (eg. as schlieren or streaky 
lenses) and interlayerings. occurs mostly in the northern part of the map area and largely on the 
north side of the ATV road. Other smaller, or less well-defined bodies of mafic gneiss also occur 
in the southwest corner of the claim group; and as isolated exposures and heterogeneous 
intercalations within intermediate gneissic and migmatic rocks.

Mafic gneissic rocks are composed of plagioclase, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, quartz, biotite, 
hornblende, and garnet in varying proportions. Ferromagnesian and other mafic minerals comprise 
from about A&Yo to SO'Vo of the composition, and impart a streaky foliation. Occasional, subtle 
mafic mineral lineations were observed in some well-foliated outcrops. The mafic gneisses are 
typically medium to coarse grained, granoblastic, and porphyroblastic; with common 
porphyroclastic varieties Foliation is defined by subparallel elongate minerals, along with variably 
developed mafic and felsic mineral segregations on millimetre to centimetre scales. Essential 
minerals are subrounded to irregular in shape and wholly recrystallized. Saussurite alteration is 
common in plagioclase, and pyroxenes are variably intergrown with hornblende closely associated 
with biotite and porphyroblastic garnet. Other alteration products include late-stage muscovite 
and actinolite Quartz and feldspar generally occur within segregation bands, and are typically 
strained and fractured Post-metamorphic deformation displayed by some minerals is probably 
widespread.

Relict gabbroic and dioritic textures were observed within the mafic units, and most of these rocks 
are believed to be derived from a common regional phase of variably differentiated mafic 
intrusions which include ultramafic units and sulphide occurrences. These latter components; 
however, were not encountered in any significant abundance on the claim group. The magnetite 
content of mafic gneisses, is similar to that observed on the "Thumb Lake Claim Group" 
(Mandziuk 1993). is very variable K0.507o to 1007u). and possibly related in distribution to 
remobilization of iron during metamorphism Typically, many outcrops display rusty- weathering 
portions and iron oxide leaching Mafic constituents range from about 4007o to 80"o, and textures 
vary from ophitic and poikilitic to recrystallized granulose-gneissic. Many of the metagabbroic 
rocks are "epidioritic" and exhibit migmatized gradations into more intermediate compositions 
displaying silicification and uralitization of pyroxene to amphiboles. Significant volumes of 
ultramafic (unit 4) intrusive rocks were not observed on the claims; however, the low amount of 
outcrop exposure on the property does not preclude their presence as one or more discreet bodies 
which mav be covered bv shallow overburden.



I nterrnedjate Gneiss
Intermediate gneiss (unit 2) occurs as subordinate interlayerings, bands, and gradations within the 
mafic gneiss unit described above; and also as more abundant and homogeneous north-northeast 
trending bodies lying to the south of the main mass of mafic gneisses Volumetricallv. intermediate 
gneisses comprise the most abundant rock unit in the map area; and, though age relationships are 
uncertain, these rocks appear for the most part to be older than the mafic orthogneisses by which 
they have been intruded and/or assimilated. The intermediate gneisses are believed to be derived 
from two main protoliths which in the map-area occur in decreasing abundance as: (1) 
paragneissic rocks derived from high grade metamorphism of arenaceous wackes and argillites. 
(2) mesocratic equivalents of high-grade metamorphic mafic intrusive rocks and their 
differentiaton products. In places, these varieties are intermingled and difficult to distinguish from 
one another

Outcrops of intermediate gneisses are typically deeply weathered and grey coloured, with darker 
grey, to black and white mottled fresh surfaces Some more schistose and crumbly exposures 
exhibit rusty surfaces. Typical compositions are comprised of plagioclase (to -50"o). potash 
feldspar (ID-30%), quartz (lQ-40%), biotite ^2007o), hornblende" (5-1 Wo), garnet (5-20Vo) 
pyroxene (Q-15%), and accessory apatite, zircon, muscovite, chlorite and opaques. Por 
phyroblastic and augen textures were infrequently encountered; and cataclastic and lenticular 
fabrics were also observed. Relict sedimentary features are rare, but some exposures have crudely 
preserved bedding along the foliation planes. Intermediate orthogneissic rocks display close 
compositional and textural relationships with the mafic orthogneisses with which they are spatially- 
associated and indicate a differentiation relationship of unknown extent. Other areas of medium to 
coarse grained intermediate gneiss are mixed with late felsic pegmatitic intrusions, such an area 
occurs in the south-central part of the map-area

Felsic Gneiss. Pegmatite. Leucograntic Rocks
Felsic gneisses and related rocks (unit 1) include fine to medium grained leucocratic granitic 
gneiss varieties which are variably folitated, porphyroblastic, and granulose. Compositions grade 
into intermediate types with colour indicies close to 15. The rocks occur as podiform. lit-par-lit, 
and ptygmatic and contorted injections; and as conformable bands and gradations within both 
mafic and intermediate gneisses. Field relationships suggest both intrusive and metamorphic 
origins for unit l, which occurred after emplacement of the larger areas of intermediate gneiss 
and mafic gneiss. Emplacement of coarse grained and very coarse grained felsic intrusive rocks is 
also associated with ductile shear zones, thrust faulting, and locii of fault intersections. Coarse 
felsic intrusive rocks are pinkish to grey or yellowish, porphyroblastic, granulose, and vari- 
textured. In places, veinitic and replacement-type rheomorphic pegmatitic rocks occur as irregular 
patches within altered gneisses of similar composition Generally thin (-^0 5m) lit-par-lit injections 
K l cm - ^Ocm) of leucogranite occur within the foliation planes of all the gneissic rocks, and 
were encountered with higher frequency in intermediate gneisses.

Many of the felsic gneissic rocks are believed to be ultrametamorphic segregations derived from 
migmatization involving anatexis, metasomatism, injection, and assimilation. Unknown, but 
probably lesser volumes of felsic intrusive rocks were emplaced as differentiated end-products 
derived from parental mafic magma. Felsic rocks are composed mainly of quartz (lQ-50%),



plagioclase - potassium feldspar (50-80^0), and minor biotite, hornblende, pyroxene, garnet, and 
magnetite K100/,,).

The injection of coarse felsic plutonic rocks into units 2 and 3 has resulted in hybridization and 
assimilation: additionally, the possibility of felsic magma mixing with mafic intrusive rocks can be 
considered as a potential process leading to sulphide deposition in the vicinity of contacts Felsic 
intrusions may also have remobilized pre-existing sulphide concentrations into structural features 
associated with their emplacement.

Structural Geology

The structural geology of the map-area is dominated by north-northeast striking variably foliated 
and banded gneissess with shallow (10-20") dips to the southeast Mafic mineral lineations plunge 
shallowly to the east and southeast. Northeast-trending faults, shears and lineaments transect the 
claims; and are believed to be related to a broad ductile zone within the Mcclintock Domain 
characterized by northwesterly-directed thrusting and strike-slip deformations which have locally 
re-oriented foliations Later, less well-defined east to northeast faulting and shearing appears to 
have been a more brittle phase of deformation Felsic intrusive rocks displaying complicated 
structural geometries have been emplaced in complex patterns which may be related to faulting.

In the southwest part of the map-area, some of the outcrop distribution patterns and foliation 
orientations inconclusively suggest possible recumbent folding of an interlayered sequence of 
marie and intermediate units, which have undergone subsequent shallow-dipping thrust faulting.

The inferred geological contacts between major lithological units in the map-area are for the most 
part highly interpretative: however, the intrusion of one or more mafic sheet or sill-like bodies into 
a sequence of immature sedimentary units is considered to have occurred prior to regional high- 
grade metamorphism and development of wide zones of shearing and thrust faulting. These mafic 
sills are estimated to be up to several tens of metres thick or more. Lithologic contacts on the 
property are typically gradational and often intensely sheared or altered; and associated with 
development of augen, ptygmatic folding, schlieren, cataclasis, fissility, and mylonitic gneiss 
textures. Best preservation of relict protoliths occurs in mafic orthogneiss of gabbroic to dioritic 
provenance: and. in some cases, generally narrow contacts with intruded intermediate paragneiss 
were observed.

The 1989 airborne geophysical survey by Terraquest Ltd. delineated an EM conductor along the 
major northeast-trending faulted contact between mafic and intermediate gneisses: and also 
outlined a magnetic high in the east-central part of the claims corresponding to a sheet-like 
body(ies) of magnetite-bearing mafic gneiss with minor ultramafic inclusions. Folding may have 
increased the thickness of mafic rocks in that area.



Metamorphism and Alteration

Metamorphism to granulite facies is indicated by the presence of metamorphic orthopyroxene in 
lithologies encountered on the claim group. Granoblastic-gneissic textures and migmatitic 
structures are pervasive though variably developed on the property The intensity of dynamic 
deformation was not uniform within and along the contacts between the major lithologic types, 
and likewise alteration of lithologic compositions is variable.

Metagabbroic and metadioritic rocks occur in textural and compositional varieties ranging from 
semi-massive to foliated and mafic to intermediate. The presence of significant quantities (up to 
3507o) of phyllosilicates (mostly biotite and muscovite plus minor sericite) in parts of the mafic 
body(ies) may indicate a phase of high fluid pressures along wide zones of dislocation and 
alteration Such rocks are also typically rusty weathering and often crumbly and equigranular. 
Silicification and feldspathization have affected the marginal zones of the mafic bodies, and large 
scale metasomatic activity is indicated by other mineralogical alterations and textures described 
above Late stage veinitic and pegmatitic injections and limited hydrothermal activity have further 
modified their host lithologies by introduction of silica and hydrous phases.

Mineralization and Economic Geology

Low percentages ("^"/o) of finely disseminated and sporadic pyrite mineralization, often with fine 
grained magnetite, were infrequently encountered on the property within rusty mafic and 
intermediate gneisses. The absence of a significant volume of a mafic-ultramafic association of 
intrusive rocks on the claims compared to known, and probably related, copper-nickel bearing 
lithologies in central Mcclintock Township, suggests a diminished economic potential for the 
map-area. I lowever, it is known that even very small intrusions in Ontario can contain economic 
copper-nickel ore bodies, and inspite of the low exposure of outcrop on the claims, certain 
favourable geological features can be enumerated which signify at least a prospective regional- 
scale setting The favourable characteristics of the claim group for possible copper-nickel 
mineralization include: ( l ) presence of metagabbroic rocks which may be related to an unexposed 
ultramafic body and associated fractionated sulphides. (2) intrusion of gabbroic rocks into 
sedimentary formations which may have provided sources of sulphur and/or silica and resulted in 
deposition of sulphides, (3) presence of felsic plutonic rocks and possible magma-mixing with the 
mafic intrusions resulting in concentrations of sulphides, (4) presence of shearing and faulting as 
possible physical traps and conduits for emplacement of concentrated sulphide fractions. 
Alternatively, the absence of significant airborne electromagnetic or magnetic anomalies suggests 
that, for the most part, only very weak sulphide mineralization occurs in the map-area



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A generally favourable geological setting, but of low to moderate potential for possible sub 
economic low-grade copper-nickel mineralization, occurs on the claims. No farther work is 
recommended at this time and pending results of further geophysical surveys. Greater potential is 
considered for areas in Mcclintock Township to the south where greater volumes of matic- 
ultramafic intrusive rocks have been observed, and are known to be associated with copper-nickel 
bearing sulphide occurrences
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Consulting Geologist 
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INTRODUCTION

Lashex Ltd. was contracted by Fred Swain to perform geophysical

surveys and geological mapping over certain claims as part of

an OPAP grant.

The Swains performed the linecutting program which is reported

elsewere.

The following report covers the program performed by Lashex Ltd.,

giving conclusions and recommendations. The report will be broken

down and reported as Grids 3, 5 and 6.

Mapping of the properties was greatly hampered by the early

snowfalls that precluded the mapping of Grid 6.



(2) 

CLAIMS

The survey covered all or part of the following claims located 

within the Township of Mcclintock and recorded in the name of 

Fred Swain, Licence KA48086 

CLAIM tt CONCESSION LOT tt NO. OF UNITS GRID tt

740556
740553

1076542
1076543
1076544
1040847

LOCATION

Sl/2
Nl/2
Sl/2
Sl/2
Sl/2
Sl/2

AND ACCESS

X
IX
XII
XII
Xll
XI

18
18
16
15
14
17

1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
3
3
3
6

The properties are located in the Township of Mcclintock, 40 kms.

east of the town of Huntsville, along highway 60.

The six claims covered by this survey were covered by 3 grids.

Grid 3 - Access is along a l km. ATV road which runs west off a

logging road, at a location 2 kms. south of highway 60 and 5 kms.

northeast of the community of Oxtongue Lake.

Grid 5 - Access is north via a 4 1/2 km. ATV road which begins at

the east end of McFadden Lake off a paved regional road (Livingstone

Lake Road), at a location 10 kms. north of the community of Dorset.

Dorset is located on highway 35.

Grid 6 - Access is along an ATV road at a location 3 1/2 kms. south

of highway 60 and 5 kms. northeast of the community of Oxtongue Lake
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REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The following is taken from the geology report by Z. Mandziuk for 

a 3 unit group of claims to the north of this survey area. 

"Mcclintock Township lies within the Central Gneiss Belt of the 

Grenville Province. Work by Davidson and co-workers (1982-86) 

identified a series of distinct geological "terranes" comprised 

of smaller lithotectonic "domains" in this region. The domains 

are separated by "boundary zones" characterized by ductile shear 

zones composed of highly attenuated rocks of diverse composition. 

The Mcclintock Domain forms part of the Algonquin Terrane as sum 

marized by Easton (1992) and is reported by Culshaw et al. (1983) 

to be underlain in part by gabbro-norite bodies with ultramafic 

phases. These are part of a group of circa 1170 million-year- 

old gabbroic intrusions occurring throughout the Algonquin 

Terrane. In Mcclintock Township, these gabbroic rocks have been 

evaluated for nickel, cobalt, and platinum group element potential 

(Garland et al. 1989) .

Metamorphic grade is predominantly granulite facies, and in com 

bination with widespread ductile attenuation and deformation, makes 

identification of protoliths very difficult (Marmont 1990). Zones 

of high strain within and along the boundaries of the Mcclintock 

Domain are common and have resulted in gneissic rocks which can be 

described as tectonites with features such as well-developed 

porphyroclastic and porphyroblastic textures, mylonitization, fissile 

to flaggy foliation, and recrystallisation and alteration (Easton 

1992). Regional tectonism has resulted in stacked imbricate 

successions of thrusted sheets and large folded sheets of gneissic
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granitic rocks (Davidson and Grant 1986).

Metallogenic studies of mafic-ultramafic intrusions in the 

Grenville Province (e.g. Wilson 1988, Rogers et al. 1995) present 

several geological, petrological, and geochemical criteria which 

pertain directly to mineral exploration and assessment of the 

mafic-ultramafic complex(es) occurring in the Mcclintock Township; 

particularly for copper-nickel-platinum group elements, as well as 

for cobalt, gold, chromium, and titanium."

GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS

The instrument used was a Scintrex IGS-2, MP-4/VLF-4 ; Model #

781010; Serial #8707309. Specifications are appendixed at the

end of the report.

Magnetometer readings were taken every 15 meters along the lines

while the vlf readings were taken every 30 meters.

The magnetometer surveys did not employ a base station recorder but

was corrected for each grid by a system of looping the lines and

later correcting in the computer for variations in the readings

caused by the magnetic drift.

The following are the grids and amount of kilometers covered by the

geophysical surveys: Grid Kilometers

3 6.25
5 4.35
6 2.40

TOTAL 13.00 kms.
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GRID 3 

The property was mapped by Z. Mandziuk and is reported separately.

GEOPHYSICS

Magnetometer Survey

The magnetometer survey indicates that the property is underlain by

at least 2 distinct rock types.

The north portion of the property shows an convex shaped complex

mixture of variable magnetic intensities probably due to disseminated

concentrations of magnetite in a mafic to ultramafic suite of rocks.

This has left a series of magnetic anomalies with magnetic lows beside

them due to a dipole effect. The strike of the anomalies are from

050 to 090 degrees.

The south portion of the property is magnetically flat with only

3 one line anomalies which are probably due to disseminated

magnetite in intermediate gneisses.

VLF Electromagnetic Survey

The transmitter station used was Annapolis, Maryland with a

frequency of 21.4 KHz.

The vlf survey located several short and one long conductor.

The long conductor extends from L4W, 3+75S to L8W, 4+80S where it

continues south off of the property. This conductor has a flanking

magnetic anomalie on L6W. Also, on this line at 3+60S the profile

flattens indicating that there may be 2 conductors present. The

conductor is located in low ground and partially in swampy ground.

It is probable that this conductor is caused from a wet fault or
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topography although it does posses, in part, a flanking magnetic

high which may indicate sulfides.

The following short conductors have a flanking or correlating

magnetic high feature and as such may be caused from sulfides

in the mafic-ultramafic suite of rocks: L13W, 0+20S; L7W, 0+45S;

L11W, 0-M5S; L5W, B.L.'O'; L4W, 0+45S; L10W, 4+05S.

The other short conductors are probably due to topography.

CONCLUSIONS

The combined mag/vlf survey on this grid indicates that there are 

some short conductors and a portion of a long conductor that have 

coincidental or flanking magnetic correlation which may be caused 

from sulfides including pyrrhotite. The pyrrhotite may contain 

significant values in copper, nickel, cobalt and p.g.e's. As such 

more work is warranted.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following program is recommended for this property.

i) The property should have a 'B' horizon soil sampling program

over the whole of the property, 

ii) A I.P. survey should be carried out to locate areas of

disseminated sulfides and to check the vlf conductors, 

i i i)Prospecting and stripping of outcrops in the area of the

conductors to try and explain them, 

iv) Given positive results from the above program, diamond drilling

of several holes is recommended.
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GRID 5 

Geology

The property was mapped on Nov. 29 and 30th, 1995. Much snow 

hampered the location, clearing and study of outcrops. 

The property is underlain by a quartz-feldspar gneiss with variable 

amounts of hornblende, biotite and garnets along the south side of 

the grid and a mafic to ultramafic suite of rocks - gabbro to norite 

in composition to the north (L's l - IDS).

The quartz feldspar gneiss varys from fine to coarse grained. In 

places such as at L9+30S, 1+70E has a pinkish colour perhaps 

caused from the proximity to the gabbro-norite contact. The mafic 

content varys from 1(^ disseminated hornblende/biotite to layers 

up to 2' thick of 6(^ mafics. The foliation/dip varys from 0/10 

degrees in the east side of L's.10 and 11 to 035/30 degrees near 

the baseline at Lil. The foliation is folded and contorted along 

an outcrop at 9+50S, 1+80E with dips from 345/35 degrees to 

040/10 degrees. This outcrop is near the gabbro-norite contact.

The gabbro-norite is dark grey to green and is generally medium 

grained but in places fine to coarse grained varieties are present. 

Garnets were noted in about 50% of the outcrops normally l-2mm in 

diameter and pink to red in colour.

The mafic minerals generally comprise from 20 to 50% of the rock 

enhancing the foliation which can vary from 020/34 degrees at L7, 

3+30E to 340/16 degrees at 9+70S, 3+60E. In places (L6S, 3+90E; 1+10S 

2+10E) the rock is segregated into mafic rich and feldspar rich 

layers. Outcrops between L's 4 and 5S, 3+OOE were noted to contain
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approximately 7C^ mafic minerals.

The gabbro-norite weathers a brownish colour except in places an

orangy-brown colour was noted.

MINERALIZATION

A trench located between L6S and L7S at 60 to 90E contains massive

sulfides composed mainly of pyrrhotite with lesser chalcopyrite and

pentlandite along with cobalt values within the norite.

An outcrop located on L9S, 0+70E contained disseminated pyrrhotite

in a dark green pyroxene rich rock.

At least 2 diamond drill holes drilled in the vicinity of the

trench have intersected anomalous to ore grade values in copper,

nickel and cobalt.

The mag/vlf survey indicates that other locations on the property

probably contains lenses of massive to semi-massive sulfides.

GEOPHYSICS

Magnetometer Survey

The magnetometer survey outlined two north-south trending magnetic 

anomalies located mainly within the gabbro-norite intrusion. 

The highest part of the westerly anomaly is centered on L5S, 105E 

and has a coinciding electromagnetic conductor. The southern exten 

sion of this anomaly ends just north of the sulfide trench and the 

drilling. It is probable that this anomaly is due mainly to sulfides 

(pyrrhotite) with some magnetite.

The eastern magnetic anomaly is centered on L4, 285E; L5, 330E; and 

L6, 285 - 315E and is much broader and longer than the western
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anomaly. This anomaly does not have any electromagnetic correlation 

and is therefore probably caused by disseminated magnetite.

VLF Electromagnetic Survey

The transmitter station used for the survey was Annapolis, Maryland 

broadcasting at a frequency of 21.4 KHz.

The survey located one long conductor and two short conductors. 

The long conductor extends from L2, 2+OOE to L I, 0 +75E. There is 

a correlating magnetic anomaly on lines 4,5 and 6. This portion of 

the conductor is probably mainly due to pyrrhotite of high concen 

tration. The remainder of the conductor is probably due to dissem 

inated sulfides possibly at a deeper level.

Another conductor located on lines 9 and 10 near the baseline is 

flanking a magnetic anomaly. It is represented by inflections in 

the profiles. The conductor may be caused by disseminated sulfides 

at depth or a contact zone.

The last conductor is weak and located on lines 10 and 11 at about 

230-270E. It is probably due to topography.

CONCLUSIONS

The mag/vlf survey located a coincidental anomaly of approximately 

300 meters in length that is probably the northerly extension of the 

massive sulfides exposed in a trench between lines 6 and 7 south. 

This anomaly is further corrobarated by the intersection of sulfides 

in drilling to the north of the trench.

Other sulfides found during the mapping will have to be further 

investigated during the summer by prospecting and sampling.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following program is recommended for this grid.

i) The grid should be extended in all directions with mag/vlf

coverage. 

ii) A 'B 1 horizon soil sampling program should be carried out over

the magnetically high areas and in the areas of the vlf conductors. 

iii)Diamond drilling of several holes is warranted on lines 4, 5 and 6 

iv) Prospecting and mapping should be conducted over the entire grid, 

v) The area of the massive sulfide trench and extending north to

cover the coincidental mag/vlf anomaly should be mechanically

stripped, washed and trenched.

GRID 6

This grid was not mapped during this survey due to the deep snow 

cover. The property is however partly underlain by norite. Numerous 

sulfide showings exist on the property as disseminations to massive 

lenses of undetermined size. The main sulfide is pyrrhotite with 

lesser chalcopyrite and pentlandite.

GEOPHYSICS

Magnetometer Survey

The magnetometer survey outlined a general 160-340 degree trend to 

the underlying rock. Several magnetic anomalies of from 1000 to 

3000 gammas above background were located. Magnetic lows caused from 

a dipole effect of the magnetic minerals, in part parallel these 

magnetic anomalies. 

The cause of these anomalies is due to weak concentrations of
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magnetite and pyrrhotite. 

VLF Electromagnetic Survey

The vlf survey located several conductors on the grid - four short

one liners and 2 multi-line conductors.

Two of the one line conductors are located on LI and may extend

further to the north. Both do not have any magnetic correlation.

They may possibly be caused from topography.

The two other one line conductors occur on L3 and are both indicated

by strong inflections in the in-phase profiles. Both have flanking

magnetic anomalies. The cause for these conductors is probably

disseminated pyrrhotite.

The longest and strongest conductor extends from L2. 0+90W to L5,

0+60W. The peaks of the negative in-phase and quadrature readings

are off of the grid to the east and therefore the exact conductor

axis is not known. The strength of this conductor is indicated by

the long influence reflected by the readings and the reverse

quadrature on lines 2 and 3. The only magnetic correlation is on

L5. It is probable that the source of this conductor is pyrrhotite

located at depth. It may also be quite wide.

The last conductor is located on lines 5 and 6 at 1+35W and extends

to the south off the grid. This conductor has a flanking magnetic

anomaly. The probable source of this anomaly is pyrrhotite.
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CONCLUSIONS

The maq/vlf surveys outlined several coincidental anomalies that 

are probably caused from disseminated to massive sulfides. Known 

pits containing sulfides and disseminated sulfides in the outcrops 

exist on the property. The sulfides are mainly pyrrhotite with 

lesser amounts of chalcopyrite and pentlandite.

More work is definitely warranted on the property and surrounding 

area .

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following program is recommended for further work on this grid, 

i) The grid should be extended to cover the extensions of the

anomalies located by this survey, 

ii) The grid should be prospected and mapped. 

iii)A *B' horizon soil sampling program should be conducted over the

whole of the grid, 

iv) Mechanical stripping, washing and sampling of the known sulfide

showings and were possible over the vlf conductors should be

performed. 

v) An I.P. survey should be conducted over the grid to locate

zones of disseminated sulfides. 

vi) Several diamond drill holes will be required as a first pass

drilling program on the known sulfide showings and the vlf

conductors.
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1.2 The Magnetic Method

The magnetic nethod convives of measuring the magnetic field of 
the earth aa influenced by rock formations having different 
magnetic properties and configuration*. The measured field is the 
vector sum of induced and reaanent magnetic effects. Thus, there 
are three factors, excluding geometrical factors, which determine 
the magnetic field. These are the strength of the earth's magnetic 
field, the magnetic susceptibilities of the rocks present and 
their remanent magnetism.

The earth's magnetic field is similar in form to that of a bar 
magnet's. Vhe flux lines of the geomagnetic field are vertical at 
the north and south magnetic poles where the strength is approxi 
mately 60,000 nT. In the equatorial region, the field is 
horizontal and its strength Is approximately 30,000 nT.

The primary geomagnetic field is, for the purposes of normal 
mineral exploration surveys, constant in space and time. Magnetic 
field measurements may, however, vary considerably due to short 
term external magnetic influences. The magnitude of these varia 
tions is unpredictable. In the case of sudden magnetic storms, it 
may reach several hundred gammas over a few minutes. It say be
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Decenary, therefore, Co Cake continuous reading* of the ge mag 
netic field wich a base station magnetometer while the magnetic 
survey is being done. An alternative field procedure l* to make 
periodic repeat measurements at convenient traverse points, 
although this is a very unreliable method during active magnetic 
storms when it is important Co have proper reference data.

The Intensity of magnetisation Induced in rock* by the geomagnetic 
field F is given byt

where I is the Induced magnetization
k is the volume magnetic susceptibility
F is the strength of the geomagnetic field

For most materials, k is very much less than 1. If k is negative* 
the body is said to be diamagnetic. Examples are quartz, marble, 
graphite and rock sale. If k is a small positive value, the body 
is said to be paramagnetic, examples of which are gneiss 
(k - 0.002), pegmatite, dolomite and syenite. If k is a large 
positive value, the body is strongly magnetic and it is said to be 
ferromagnetic, for example, magnetite (k - 0.3), ilmenite and 
pyrrhotite.

The susceptibilities of rocks are determined primarily by their 
magnetite content since this mineral is so strongly magnetic and 
so widely distributed in the various rock types. (Of considerable 
importance, as well, is the pyrrhotite content.)

The remanent magnetization of rocks depends both on their composi 
tion and their previous history. Whereas the Induced magnetiza 
tion is nearly always parallel to the direction of the geomagnetic 
field, the natural remanent magnetization may bear no relation to 
the present direction and intensity of the earth's field. The 
remanent magnetization is related to the direction of the earth's 
field at the time the rocks were laat magnetized. Movement of the 
body through folding, etc., and the chemical history since the 
previous magnetization are additional factors which affect the 
magnitude and direction of the remanent magnetic vector.

Thus, the resultant magnetization M of a rock is given byt 

M - Mn * kF

where Hn is the natural remanent magnetization, and F is a vector 
which can be completely specified by its horizontal (H) and verti 
cal (Z) components and by the declination (0) from true north. 
Similarly, ^ is specified when its magnitude and direction are 
known. Thus, considerable simplification results if M^ - O, 
whereupon M merely reduces to kF. In the early days of magnetic
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prospecting, it vas usually assumed Chat there was DO remanent magnetization. However, it has now been established that both igneous and sedimentary rocks possess remanent magnetization, and that the phenomenon is a widespread one.

1.3 Magnetometer Setup Menus

The Magnetometer Setup Menus are presented on the next page for easy reference as you read the next chapter, entitled "Enabling the Survey Method".
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•.o SPECIFICATIONS

8.1 Magnetonetry Specifications

Total Field Operating Kaage 20,000 to 100,000 nT 
(l nT * l gamma).

Gradient Tolerance For Total Fields *5000 nT/*.

Total Field Absolute Accuracy *1 nT ac 50.000 uT
±2 nT over total field
operating and temperature
range.

fceaolutlon 0.1 nT.
Tuning Fully solid-state. Manual or automatic node Is keyboard 

selectable.
feeding Tiaie 2 seconds. For portable 

readings this is the t la e 
taken froa the push of a 
button to the display of the •easured value.

Continuous Cycle Tines Keyboard selectable in l 
second increments upwards from 
2 seconds to 999 seconds.

Operating Temperature Range -40*C to *50'C provided 
optional Display Heater is 
used below -20*C.

8.2 Sensor Options

In the following options the actual sensors are identical; however, mountings and cables vary.

Portable Total Field 
Senaor Option

Includes sensor, staff, two 
2 m cables and backpack sensor 
harness. Weight of sensor, 
cable and staff is 1.9 kg.
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1.0 Introduction

Y. f Genera/ Informs tlon

The VLF stations which act as electromagnetic field transmitters for the VLF-3 are located around the world. Signals froa these stations, in the 15 to 25 Mi range, are generated for the purposes of navigation and communication with submarines. The VLF-3 uses the magnetic and electric fields of these signals to provide information about the electrical properties of the earth.

Data is stored in the VLF-3 in an expandable, solid state memory and can be processed in the field by connecting the instrument to a printer, tape recorder, modem or microcomputer.

The 32 character digital display uses full words in most cases, ensuring clear communication. Both present and previous data are displayed simultaneously, allowing comparisons CO be made at a glance during a survey.

The VLF-3 records header information, data values, station number, line number and the time of each observation in its Internal memory. Data are first sorted by grid number, then in order of increasing line number and, within each line, by increasing sea:ion nuaber. In this way, the data are organized logically regardless of the sequence in which they were taken. Ancillary data can also be manually entered and recorded at a given station, along with the magnetic parameters.

The VLF-3 may appear complex because of the new microprocessor- based technology employed in its design. However, it does not perform any operation that is, in principle, unfamiliar to an experienced operator. Only the procedures have changed. For instance, recording data which is normally performed by hand in a notebook, is now executed in the VLF-3 by a series of keystrokes and scored in the Instrument's digital memory. Likewise, an error spocced in the records, which would be corrected or erased by hand, is now corrected by means of the Edit function which allows the error to be removed from memory, corrected, and then reflled, or erased altogether.

1.2 Theory of Operation

The Very Low Frequency (VLF) electromagnetic method measures vari ations in the components of the electromagnetic fields, set up by



communication stations operating in the 15 to 25 kHz frequency 
range. These stations, located around the world, generate signals 
for the purposes of navigation and communication with submarines*

In far field, above uniform earth, the groundwave of the verti 

cally polarized VLF radiowave has three field components:

1. a radial, horizontal electrical field
2. a vertical electrical field, and
3. a tangential, horizontal magnetic field.

When these three fields meet conductive bodies in the ground, 
eddy currents are induced causing secondary fields to radiate out 
wards from these conductors. In the Magnetic Field mode, the 
VLF-3 measures the horizontal field and two components of the 
vertical field, normalized by the horizontal field measurement. 
In the Electrical Field mode, it measures the horizontal magnetic 

and electrical fields.

7.3 What the VLF-3 Measures

As its primary measurement, the VLF-3 employs two mutually 

orthogonal receive coils to determine three parameters of the 

VLF-magnetle field. These are: 1) the horizontal amplitude 

vector in a direction perpendicular to a line joining the operator 

to the station, 2) the amplitude of the component of the vertical 

field vector which is in phase with the horizonatal vector, and 3) 

the amplitude of the component of the vertical field vector which 

is 90* out of phase with the horizontal vector. These three para 

meters, for the given VLF transmitter, are recorded simulta 

neously. Since the vertical components are expressed as a 

percentage of the horizontal vector, they are automatically 

normalized for any changes in the amplitude of the transmitted 

primary field.

The primary field from a VLF station can in fact, vary consi 

derably. Figure 2 is a recording of the horizontal field strength 

from the Annapolis VLF station made In Toronto, Canada. For the 

most part, the field fluctuates moderately during the course of 

the day due to changes in atmospheric conditions. There are, 

however, more dramatic changes indicated on the recording. 

Towards evening there is a large upwards swing in the field 

strength, and at several points during the day, both partial and 

total drops in the field amplitude can be observed. In the light 

of these irregularities, the horizontal field data should always 

be considered with reservation as it is difficult to know whether 

changes are caused by conductors or by variations in the station's 

signal.
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If che primary field strength is constant, change* in the ampli 
tude of the horizontal magnetic field mainly reflect variations in 
the conductivity of the earth. Normally there will be no vertical 
magnetic field. However, near a conductor, a vertical field will 
be observed. The relative amplitudes of Che in-phase and quadra 
ture components may be used to interpret the conductivity-size 
characteristics of the conductor.

To permit measurement of the VLF-electric field, a dipole 
consisting of two capacitive electrodes and 5 meters of wire is 
used. When this dipole is correctly laid out, the VLF-3 measures 
the in-phase and quadrature components of the horizontal electric 
field in the direction of the line joining the operator and the 
transmitter station. The phase reference is the horizontal 
magnetic field.

The VLF-3 uses the magnetic and electric field measurements to 
automatically calculate the apparent resistivity of the earth as 
well as the phase angle between the magnetic and electric field 
components. If the earth is uniform (not layered) within the 
depth of the VLF measurement, the phase angle between the hori 
zontal magnetic and electric VLF fields will be 45 degrees. A 
nonuniform earth will give rise to other phase angles.

The following formulae are used for resistivity and phase 
calculations:

Apparent Resistivity Calculation: 

E,
Hy

where:

o - apparent resistivity in ohm-meters
EX - horizontal electric amplitude, calculated

E x - (E X (I)2 * E x (Q)2)i
Hy - horizontal magnetic amplitude, measured 
f - VLF station frequency in Hertz 
u o - permeability of the ground in Henries/meter, a constant

The resistivicy calculation has a range of l to 100,000 ohm-meters 
with a resolution of l ohm-meter.

Phase Aagle Calculation
The phase angle 9 is expressed as:
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where:
.

EX(Q) " horizontal quadrature VLF electric field, measured 
EX(I) - horizontal in-phase VLF electric field, measured.

The phase angle calculation has a range of -180* to +180* with a 
resolution of l*. By definition the angle i* positive when the 
electrical field leads the magnetic field.

1.4 Features

The features of the VLF-3 are summarized below in point form. A 
more comprehensive description can be found in the VLF-3 brochure, 
available from Scincrex.

- Measures both VLF-magnetlc and VLF-electric fields
- Values are normalized by the horizontal vector amplitude, to 

overcome errors due to varying primary field strength
- Calculates resistivity and phase angle
- Digital tuning to any VLF station
- Automatic tilt compensation
- Signal/noise enhancement through automatic signal stacking
- Automatic gain adjustment
- Simple operation via keypad
- 32 character LCD display
- Alarm and warning messages ensure data quality 

'Speaks* any language with Latin characters
- Solid-scace memory expandable to hold several days' data
- Records actual coordinates
- Records time
- Records header information
- Records ancillary data
- Permits revision of data
- Outputs to commonly available printers, modems, tape recorders 

and microcomputers
- Prints data lists and plots profiles directly on a digital 

printer
- Organizes data by grid, line and station number, regardless of 

the order in which data were taken
- Several power supply options
- Wide operating temperature range
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Th* nr-e*|netlc (1*14 ueetureMnt coevrteed l) horUontal 
••Plltude H.. ]) the ••Pllt.rte of M,(I) (Ilw verticil (1*14 
component which it In-phtie with M y ) *nd )) th* mplltu4e of 
N|(Q) (eh* verticil field component will cd li tO* out-ef-ph**e wich

The VLf-J li used to Mature the In-phaae. t x(I). and quadrature, 
lm(0), component! of the horUontal electric field. C H . In the 
line Joining the operator and the transmitter ttacton. The pheee 
li referenced to that of the horne*:- 1 Magnetic field H v . The** 
coeiponentt ere not recorded buc are uied In the calculation* of 
reiltclvli. and phat* Made by the VLf-3.

VLf-3 VU

An electronic level (enior on the oK of the horliontel vector 
receiver coll *rov|..i euteeutlc (I4e-to*il4* tilt coetpeneat Ion. 
The error In the verite*! ln-ph*te component n 1((( then IX for 
tilt* up to It* provided Ihet the operator t* fecIM the VLF 
fttllon dlrectlr- TiUi In .ny other direction of up lo 10* 
produce no ilfniricini error (IS) in the other component* md. 
therefore. ree.ulrt no c**pent*i Ion.

Figure 3
What che VLF-3 Measures

- 7



5.6 VLF Station Index

Station

NAA, Cutler, Maine
NLK, Seattle, Washington

-NSS, Annapolis, Maryland
CBR, Rugby, England
FUO, Medoc, France
JXZ, Helgeland, Norway
UMS, Moscow, U.S.S.R.
NWC, North West Cape
NOT' Yosaoi, Japan

NPM, Lualualei, Hawaii

kHz

24.0
24.8
21.4
16.0
16.8
16.4
17.1
22.3
17.4

23.4

Power
(kw)

1000
125
400
750
500
350
1000
1000
50

600

Maintenance

Monday 1400-1800 GMT 
Thurs. 1500-2300 GMT 
Tues. 1200-2000 GMT

Wed. 0000-0800 GMT
Thurs.-2300-0700 GMT
Friday
Wed. - 1800-0200 GMT
Thurs.

Most stations adhere to weekly maintenance schedule and may be off the air for several hours each week. Transmitter strength may also vary in discrete steps throughout each day.

GMT - Greenwich Mean Tine 

January 31, 1984

Note: Cutler VLF station is changing its frequency to 24.0 kHz for approximately six months starting January 24, 1984.

l 
l 
I 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l
l
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9.0 Specifications

9.1 VLF Specifications

Frequency Tuning Automatic digital tuning. Can 
be tuned to any frequency in 
the range 15.0 to 27.5 Hz with 
a bandwidth of 150 Hz. Up to 
three frequencies can be 
chosen by keyboard entry for 
sequential measurements.

Field Strength Range Fields as low as 100 nA/m can 
be received. In practice, 
background noise may require 
fields up to 5-10 times this 
level. Maximum received field 
is 2 mA/metre. These values 
are specified for 20 kHz. For 
any ocher frequency, normalize 
the above limits with station 
frequency in kHz/20.

Signal Filtering Narrow bandpass, low pass and 
sharp cut-off high pass 
filters.

Measuring Tii 0.5 seconds sample interval. 
As many as 216 samples can be 
stacked to improve measurement 
accuracy.

VLF-Magnetic Field Components 
Measured

1) Horizontal amplitude, 2) 
vertical in-phase component, 
and 3) vertical quadrature 
component*. Vertical 
components are displayed as a 
percentage of horizontal 
component and are related in 
phase to the horizontal 
component. Their range is 
*150Z; reading resolution IX.

VLF-Magnetic Field Sensor Two air-cored coils in a 
backpack mounted housing with 
an electronic level for 
automatic tilt compensation. 
The error in the vertical

9 -



in-phase component l* l*** 
than IX for tilt* up to  1SV

VLP-El*ctrlc Field Dipole Two capacitive electrodes with 
integral preamplifiers and 5 B 
of cable. Probe input 
impedance exceed* 100 megaohms 
and capacitance i* less than l 
picofarad*

VLP-Electric Field Component* 
M^acured

Apparent Resistivity Calculation

Phase Angle Calculation

In-phase and quadrature 
components of the horizontal 
electric field phase related 
to the horizontal VLF-magnetic 
field. These components are 
not recorded but are used in 
the calculations of 
resistivity and phase* The 
reading resolution is l 
ohn-oeter.

where:
p * apparent resistivity in

oho-meters 
Ex * horizontal electric

amplitude, calculated.

Hy - horizontal magnetic
amplitude, measured 

f - VLF station frequency in
Hertz 

/XQ * permeability of the
ground in Henries/meter,
a constant

The resistivity calculation 
has a range of l to 100,000 
oho-meters with a resolution 
of l ohm-meter.

The phase angle (f) i s expressed 
as :

0 - arc tan

9-2
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Credits you are daiming in this report may be cut back. In order to minimize the adverse effects of such deletions, please indicate from 
which claims you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please mark (^) one of the following:

1 . CD Credits are to be cut back starting with the daim listed last, working backwards.
2. tt Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work.
3. D Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix.

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be Implemented.

Note 1 : Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc.. with respect 
to the mining claims.

Note 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

l ceri'fy that the recorded holder had a beneficial Interest in the patented 
or leased land at the time the work was performed.

Signature Date
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Credits you are claiming in this report may be cut back. In order to minimize the adverse effects of such deletions, please indicate from 
which claims you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please mark (^) one of the following:
1. D Credits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.
2. Q Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work.
3. D Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix.

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be implemented.

Note 1: Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc., wrth respe- 
to the mining claims.

Note 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

l certify that the recorded holder had a beneficial interest in the patented 
or leased land at the time the work was performed.

Signature Dale



Ontario

Mfn.Stry of
Northern Development 
and Mines

Mimgtere du 
Devaloppement du Nord 
at des mines

PHONE NC. : 7056454109

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit
Etat des couts aux fins 
du credit devaluation
Mining Act/Loi sur les mines

May. 21 1996 88:42^1 ^2 

j Transaction No/N0 de transaction
ty H

Personal information collected on fhie form is obtained under the authority of the Mining Ad This information will be usad to maintain a record and ongoing status of the mining clalm(s). Questions about this coilaclion should bfl directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands. Ministry of Northern Development and Mines. 4th Floor. 159 Cedar St'eet. Sudbury. Ontario P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les 'enseignemems personnels contenus dans la preserte formuie som recjdillis en vertu de la Lot sur le* mines et servtront a tenir a jour un registry des concessions mlnleres. Adresser toute queslton sur la coMece de ces renselfinements au chef provincial dee terrains miniere. ministers du Deveioppemeit du Nord et des Mmas, 159. rue Cedar. 4* etage. Sudbury (Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/CoQts directs

Type

Wages
Salalre*

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Foes
Drafts de 
('entrepreneur 
et de I'expert- 
conscil

Supplies Used 
Foumltures 
utlllstes

Equipment 
Rental 
Location d* 
material

Description

Mdin~d'GeyLnCTiB ^/^^S
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur le terrain

Type

^focoG/c * L- 
i A EoPw/5 i CA 1/

**VP*

Typa

Amount 
Montant

/7^^V
J1M&7

J25-0 '

WU '

9o -

Total Direct Costs 
Total des coOts directs

Totals 
Total global

(0702.
45**^** -t r\ 
i^kf l^ jt| ifi^-

/

*^i";

jflllti?^

K^Iii
Hitftfe;

2. Indirect Costs/Gouts indirect*
Note: Whan claiming Rehabilitation work indirect costs are not allowable aa assessment wont. 

Pour le ramboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, les cobts indiracts ne som pas admiaaibtes en tant que travauxdevaluation

Type

Transportation 
Transport

Food and 
Lodging
NourhCore et

Mobilization and 
Demobilization 
Mobilisation et 
demobilisation

Description

Tyoe 
~7AttC.K V'S T S

cV/^-S o/c &E-. t

F*.*

Amount 
Montant

*3#4

^00

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partlel des coOts indirect*

Amount Allowable (not greater than 20H O' Direct Coste) 
Montant admissible (n'excMant pee 20 H des coots directs)
Total Value of Assessment CredH Vileur totaie du credit (Toul of Direct *no Allowable d'evaluation indirect coats) (Tow at* ceOtt divert 

at Irailracti •dmJt*fcto*

Totais 
Total giocai

i

'.Sgip

S
^2!^
i-Mi^
iwE

Note: The recorded holder will be required to ve'ify expenditures claimed m 
this siaiament of costs within 30 days of a request for verification If 
verification is not made, the Minister may 'eject for assessment work 
all or pan of the assessment work subnvtted

Not* : Le tituiairo enreojsird sera tenu de verifier les depenses demandees dans le present etat des coOts dans les 30 jours survanl une demande a cat effel S. la verification r'eel pas effectuee. le mmistre peut rejeter tout ou one panie dee travaux devaluation presents.

Filing Discounts

1 Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 100*M) of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

2 Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
SO.% of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

fToral Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed
x 0.50 =

Remises pour depot

1 Les travaux deposes dans les deux ans suivant leur achevement son* 
rembourses A100 ̂  de la valour totaie susmemionnee du credit d'evaluation

2 Les travaux deposes trois, quatre ou cinq ans apres leur achevement 
som rembourses a 50 'Hi de la vaieur totaie du credit d'evaluation 
susmeniionne Voir IBS calculs ci-dessous.

Valour iotate du credit devaluation

x 0.50 =
Evaluation totaie demandee

Attestation de I 'etat des coOtsCertification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs que tes montants indiques som le plus exact possible et que ces were incurred while conducting assessment work on tha lands shown depenses ont etc engagees pour effectuer les travaux d'evaluation on the accompanying Report of Work form

that as

J'atteste par la presente :
que lee montants indiques
depenses ont etc engagee
sur les terrains indiques dans la formuie de rapport de travail ci-jomt

.'Recorded HOW. Agem. Position if Cor"p*'iy| 

to make th:s certification

l am authorized Et qu'd t lire de(t'tuia re ecregrjtra. -ep-Asente^t. posio occup6 asne :a 

i faire cette attestation

is autonse

Nc;a Dans eerte forrrLte. lorsqu' ! ces peton.i*s. 'e mascuhi ea' j ;r-s4 au sers



Ontario
Ministry of Ministere du Geoscience Assessment Office 
Northern Development Developpement du Nord 9 33 Ramsey Lake Road 
and Mines et des Mines 6tn Floor

Sudbury, Ontario
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

May 30, 1996 Our File: 2.16485
Transaction #: W9690.00024

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development k Mines
MacDonald Block, Room M2-17
900 Bay Street
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1C3

Dear Mr Denomme:

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDIT ON MIMING LAND, CLAIMS 
SO1076544 ET AL. IN MCCLINTOCK TOWNSHIP

The revisions outlined in the Notice dated May 16, 1996, have been 
corrected. Accordingly, assessment work credit has been approved as 
outlined on the Declaration of Assessment Work Form accompanying 
this submission. The credit has been approved under Section 12, 
Geology and Section 14, Geophysics (MAG,VLF) of the Assessment Work 
Regulation.

The approval date is May 24, 1996.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Lucille Jerome at (705) 670-5858.

Yours S^fltterely, 
ORIGINAL/SIGNED BY:

/ / i

Ron C. GasnTnski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

J LBJj l 
^Enclosure:

cc: Resident Geologist (Assessment Files Library 
Tweed, Ontario Sudbury, Ontario
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1076544 
S 1/2 LOT 14 CON 12

1076543 
S 1/2 LOT 15 CON 12

1076542 
S 1/2 LOT 16 CON 12
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4 Ultramafic
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Outcrop aiea
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Foliation, strike and di;
Jointing: vertical, incliied
Claii line
Geological contact: inftned, observed
Lineaient, shear, fault, thrust fault
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c Schistose
d Banded
e Ptygmatic, recmbent folding
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9 Hugea textured
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i Cataclastic texture
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